


Like Dionysus, the smoothie had to be born twice. The first  smoothies appeared alongside the new and 
relatively affordable domestic appliances that  made them possible, particularly the Waring Blendor, the 
Vitamix, and various knock-offs and clones. In 1940, Fred Waring and Fred Osius’s Waring Corporation, 
makers of the Blendor, published a book of "Recipes to Make Your Waring-Go-Round," a dozen of which 
were for milk-based “smoothies.” Mabel Stegner, a Home Economics consultant  commissioned by 
Waring to write recipes, coined the word. The rise of in-home refrigeration and refrigerated shipping 
made previously exotic and unseasonable ingredients easily available, so that a cornucopia of tropical 
fruits flowing from an increasingly globalized world agricultural market found their way into domestic 
fridges, domestic blenders, and then, of course, into smoothies. The blender and its paradigmatic beverage 
were elements of a technologically-enabled homely futurism, committed to minimum kitchen labor with 
maximum results. The first  wave of smoothies were largely made at  home, whipped up for stress-free but 
tantalizingly exotic family meals or entertaining. As Stegner says, when it comes to smoothies, you make 
them yourself but, please, “let the blender do the work.”

Born under the sign of ease in the home, in symbiosis with new appliances, smoothies reemerged as a 
commercial product in the late 60s and early 70s. Simultaneous with the rise of macrobiotic and health-
conscious dietary trends, the smoothie was rebranded as the quintessentially healthy alternative to overly-
processed, chemically-adulterated soft  drinks, marketed alongside tofu, carob, and other health foods. 
Early commercial smoothie outlets draped themselves in faded echoes of West  Coast countercultural 
rhetoric: the first  relevant  trademark was for a fruit-based slush called the “California Smoothie,” owned 
by a company actually based in Paramus, New Jersey. Smoothies sold supposedly sun-drenched life on 
Haight St. or in the Valley, blended palatably for boardwalks on a more conservative coast.  

This second, health-conscious incarnation is the one that  now reigns supreme, from Starbucks to Juice 
Generation to Jamba Juice to the original Smoothie King, even when its supposed healthfulness is 
anything but, in varieties that baroquely pile in frozen yogurt, chocolate ribbons, peanut butter, or candy 
chunks. These smoothies let someone else’s blender “do the work,” outsourcing that  already minimal 
domestic labor. When you purchase one, say, at any of the thousands of juice carts on the streets of New 
York City, you purchase not  only a beverage but also a fantasy of perfectly abundant ingredients and 
immediate production for maximum freshness. In the cluttered interior of the cart, piled high with 
pineapples, coconuts, and wheatgrass, any ingredient  you might want  blended in is close at  hand.  You 
choose apple, mango, kiwi, and kale, which the juice jockey whips up into a frothy green sludge, seconds 
later. It’s all here, as if the cart  were an Eden, a wormhole aggregating the American apple and kale, 
Mexican mango, and Italian kiwi. This is part  of the appeal; you’re permitted to witness the production of 
what you’ll then immediately consume, in a fantasy that screens out  all of the preceding logistical labor 
chains that  make it  possible, the human laborers and machines involved in agricultural production and 
transportation. Those people and machines are collapsed into their avatars: instead of refrigerated 
shipping containers, picking machines, instead of the human growers, agronomists, pickers, fruit 
executives, you get  the blender and a blender, surrounded by all the fruit  in the world. Those chains of 
supply and demand elegantly telescope into the casual placing of an order, an exchange of currency, the 
arm of the blender arcing out and down to deliver your smoothie. This is what we pay for, a quasi-
pedagogical performance of value, the great  beyond of manufacture, a final transformation of these 
products and their elided histories into a meta-commodity that you then may drink.

And you wouldn’t  have it any other way. There's something inherently suspicious about  a pre-made 
smoothie in a cafe or from a cart: How long has it  been there?  Are the nutrients still, you know, “good?” 
How do you even know what's in there? You almost  expect  the opaque slush might be hiding a bent 
hypodermic or a dose of rohypnol, like a can of Coke or Pepsi in the 90s. But recent trends have to some 
extent  deemphasized the immediate freshness of smoothies. Consumers are now used to the ubiquitous 
Odwalla and Naked Juice bottled smoothies available in grocery stores and bodegas. Their cost 
approaches that  of a juice cart smoothie, though their perceived prestige value likely suffers from their 
more pedestrian point-of-sale, and their health claims have been widely savaged, with many of them 
having a larger impact on human insulin levels (and potentially diabetes) than a full-sugar soda. On the 
upper end, high-end organic health lifestyle outlets like Organic Avenue or Juice Press market  lines of 
prepared raw and unpasteurized smoothies and juices pegged to specific health benefits, priced at a 
significant premium over the older juice cart  made on the spot  variety. The blender and its work, now out 
of sight, produces two smoothies: the one you actually drink, and the ingredients unseen in their 
unblended state, preserved linguistically in the list  on the bottle’s exterior label. It  makes sense that  it 
costs almost twice as much. We pay more to obscure even the minimal fantasy of production that  we once 
purchased at  a premium, leaving as its only remaining trace the smoothie’s schematic contents, while our 
own blender collects dust on the countertop, and the Chiquitas brown and rot.


